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All-coloring compound construction of digital jacquard fabric
ZHOU Jiu , NG Frankie
(Institute of Textiles and Clothing , The Hong Kong Polytechnic University , Hong Kong , China)
Abstract 　Research on features of fabric construction and its structural design method under layered
combination design mode is the key to innovative design of digital jacquard fabric.In this paper , a design
method special for compound structure of jacquard fabricwas introduced.Design theory is that setting a kind of
all-coloring points for primary weaves before designing gamut weaves , the designed compound structure thus
features no backed and all-coloring effect upon combination of weaves from two different weave-databases.This
design method can be applied to design gamut weaves with any weave repeats and establish corresponding
weave-database.And produced digital jacquard fabric features in steady construction and outstanding color
shading effect.Besides , the number of superimposed color yarns in fabric construction should be arranged in
an even value.
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Fig.1　Mixed coloring principle with two wefts.(a)Weft A;
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Fig.3　Primary weaves and their all-coloring points.
(a)Primary weaveⅠ ;(b)All-coloring technical points of Ⅰ ;
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Fig.4　Basic weaves design based on primary weave Ⅰ
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Fig.6　No-backed effects upon combination of basic and joint
weaves.(a)Combination of first basic weave and first joint
weave;(b)Combination of first basic weave and last joint
weave;(c)Combination of last basic weave and first joint
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